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Do users get what they really want?
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Overview

1. Different views onto Debian
2. Universal ?
3. Structure of Debian development
4. Deriving versus staying Debian internal
5. Supporting very special applications
6. Future
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- Why do multimedia enthusiasts not prefer Debian?
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Universal

WordNet: Similarity of adj universal

1. comprehensive (vs. noncomprehensive)
2. general (vs. specific)
3. adaptable (vs. unadaptable)
Universal (2)

WordNet: The adj universal has 3 senses

1. cosmopolitan, ecumenical, oecumenical, general, universal, worldwide, world-wide
2. applicable to or common to all members of a group or set
3. adapted to various purposes, sizes, forms, operations

Example 1: Teachers point of view

- handle student accounts
- enable students to run educational software
- teach students basic skills in information science
- ...

adapted from teachers point of view, but ...
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Sub-structuring Debian

- Change of quantity into quality (Hegel)
  - To determine at the right moment the critical point where quantity changes into quality is one of the most important and difficult tasks in all the spheres of knowledge (Trotzki)
- Evolution . . . through quantitative transformations passing into qualitative (Darwin principle)
  - CDDs can deal with nearly all dimensions of growth inside Debian
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- Change of quantity into quality (Hegel)
- To determine at the right moment the critical point where quantity changes into quality is one of the most important and difficult tasks in all the spheres of knowledge (Trotzki)
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For the most part, Debian is a Bazaar of Cathedrals; with a few procedures in place to override the low level cathedral in exceptional situations. Each developer has, within reason, full control over his packages, modulo following Debian Technical policy, thus creating the low level cathedral. The Technical committee, and the General Resolution Protocol offer means of overriding developer decisions about their own packages.

— Manoj Srivastava; 8 Oct 2003
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1. Originally: 1:1 (maintainer:package)
2. Group maintenance: n:1 (maintainer:package)
   - complex packaging (X strike force)
   - reliable team work
   - stays on technical level
3. CDD: n:m (maintainer:package)
   - complete suites covering use cases
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## Number of Derivatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Debian</th>
<th>Fedora</th>
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<td>129</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>&lt;30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- Turn Debian into sellable product
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- Sell some service (24/7 for enterprises)
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- Debian supports those derivers
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This talk can be found at

http://people.debian.org/~tille/talks/
Andreas Tille <tille@debian.org>